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CHAPTER

4

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1

Overview

This chapter provides detail to the res earch methodology employed in the research.
Following the discussion of issues in emotional aspect in website design and the need
to engineer em otion in previous chapters, this chapte r desc ribes how to enable the
engineering of emotion in website design. The developed research framework
includes phases involving th e adoption of Kansei Engi neering (K.E.) methodology
presented by this research in Chapter 3. The engineering of emotion in Website UID
encompasses the conceptualisation of e motional responses in Website UID, analysis
of design requirem ent to develop website th at embeds target em otions, development
of prototypes and testing to justify the validity of the association of design
requirement to emotion. The success of the implementation of this research method
will provide evidence that K.E. can be used to engineer emotion in website design.
In this research, the con ceptualisation of emotional responses and requirement
analysis are perform ed in th e Exploratory Study phase, which will be described in
detail in Chapter 5. The development and testing phases are performed in the
Confirmatory Study phase, which will be described in Chapter 6.

4.2

The Research Method

After outlin ing the theo retical back ground to the research in earlier chapters, this
chapter presents the research method to enable the engineering of user’s emotional
responses and design elements in Website UID. The outcome will be used
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to formulate design guideline for the development of website that embeds target
emotion, in the effort to capture visitor’s attention. Figure 4.1 shows the research
method.
PHASE I:
THEORETICAL STUDY

PHASE II:
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
DEVELOPMENT

PHASE III:
EXPLORATORY STUDY

PREPARATION OF
SPECIMEN

MEASUREMENT TOOL
DEVELOPMENT

RECRUITMENT OF
EVALUATION SUBJECT

PILOT STUDY
EMOTION MEASUREMENT
EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS
PROPOSE GUIDELINE

PHASE IV:
CONFIRMATORY STUDY
PREPARATION OF
RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS
EMOTION MEASUREMENT
CONFIRMATORY ANALYSIS
Figure 4.1: The Research Method.
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This method is developed to enable the measurement of user’s emotional
responses to Website UID, identification of the design elements from user’s view
point, investigation of the underlying relationship between the emotional responses
and design elements, and development and validation of guideline to the design of
Kansei Website.
The activities in this method are grouped into four phases, i.e. ‘Phase I: Theoretical
Study’, ‘Phase II: Research Framework Developm ent’, ‘Phase III: Exploratory
Study’ and ‘Phase IV: Confirmatory Study’. The method was developed to confor m
to the research scope and the availa bility and ac cessibility of research instruments.
Further d escriptions of all activ ities are described accord ingly through out this
chapter.

4.3

Phase I: Theoretical Study

The phase begins with review of previous literatures on general concepts and issues
regarding user experience, web desi

gn, e-Comm erce website evaluations and

emotional aspect of web design. T his phase enables the identification of potential
research issues which require further inves tigations. The details of this phase were
described in Chapter 2.
From this phase of study, the research ha
transition in the design paradigm

s identified that there has been great

of we bsite. From the hea vy concentration to

functionality and usability (Backlund

2001; Garret, 2003; Ivory & Hearst, 2001;

Krug, 2000; Lederer et al., 1998; Lam , 2001; Lee et al., 2003; Marcus & Gould,
2001; Nielsen, 2000; Powell, 2002; van W elie et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1999; Veen,
2001), research have paid increasing intere

st in the aspect of e

motional user

experience towards W ebsite UID (Ki m et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2001; Li & Zhang,
2005; Okada & Tejim a, 2003; Siu & Ho, 2005). The gap in term
design requirem ent for the production of we
evident.
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Hence, this research is perform ed t o pur suit m ethod to engineer user’s em otion in
Website UID. This research has reviewed several potential m ethods that enable the
evaluation of emotion. Among the presented methods that have been used to evaluate
user experience, this research pays inte rest to K.E. m ethodology since it enables the
quantification of emotion, and associate the emotion with design specifications. As a
result, a new product that incorporates the em
designed. T hus, in this research K.E.

otional user experience can be

m ethodology is

adopted to enable the

engineering of emotion to Website UID.

4.3.1

Structuring K.E. Method into Kansei Design Model

From the r eview of K.E. liter ature, th is rese arch h as id entified gap in te rms of
description of steps to be perform ed in implementing the m ethod. There were m any
types of techniques in different kind of

implementation, but the description of the

methodology is larg ely narrative. To fill in th is gap, based on previo us literatures
involving the adoption of K.E., setting the f oundation to the basic pr inciples of K.E.,
this research m odel the K.E. m ethodology into Kansei Design Model. In structuring
the m odel, careful attention was given

to the c apacity and av ailability o f

infrastructure, facility and cost. The stru ctured model em ploys self-reporting syste m
in the measurement of Kansei, allowing K. E. implementation in a basic environm ent
setting where no special equipm ents and skil ls are required . W ith this model, as
shown in Figure 4.3, audience are offered a structured guide to the implementation of
K.E.
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L4 – PROTOTYPING /
TESTING

Kansei
product
design

L3 - DETERMINATION OF
CONCEPT AND
DESIGN REQUIREMENT
L2 - ESTABLISHMENT
OF CHECKLIST

Kansei
Requirement
Measurement
Analysis

Synthesize
Kansei
Words
New product

concept
L1- SYNTHESIZING PII
SPECIMEN
Identification of
PI
specimen from

Selection of
domain
specific
Kansei Words

Development
of checklist

Determine Classify design
design elements elements

Investigation
of design
existing product
elements

Classisy design
elements

Build
specimens
Determination
of Valid
specimen

Figure 4.2: Kansei Design Model.

The model is developed to provide a system atic approach to the im plementation of
K.E in designing Kansei product. The pres ented m odel is a useful mechanism for
industries, designers, academ ic researchers and other stakeholder in discovering the
concept of em otion and design requirem ents for the developm ent of product that
embeds target emotion in its design.
The model is divided into four levels, L1, L2, L3 and L4. The followings describe
details of each level:

1. L1 – SYNTHESIZING SPECIMEN
L1 is the level of synthesizing specim en. The l evel is sub-divided into two
different procedures, PI and PII. T hese procedures are different in term s of
the process in synthesizing specim en. There are four steps in both PI and PII,
which ar e e ssential in determ ining va lid specim en. The procedure can be
decided according to one’s objective.
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PI is applicable to products that already exist in the market, and maker needs
to improvise the design. The procedure begins with collection of specim ens
with visible differences from existing product in the m arket within a specific
domain. K.E. e mphasizes on controlling the domain, as consum er’s response
is unique with different domain (Ishihara, 2005), and the resulting structure of
emotion will be d ifferent. Prev ious K.E. studies have s uggested d ifferent
techniques in determ ining specim ens from usi ng actual product or by the
picture of the product. The choice of specimen depends on it’s suitability to
the experimental design.
Then, the following procedure is the inve stigation of design elem ents in all
specimens. Determ ination of the num ber of design elem ents depend on the
level of detail that need to be incl uded in one study. Controlling th e number
of elem ents enables m ore objective m easurement. On the other hand,
including all iden tifiable elements from the consum er’s point of view could
result a m ore accurate m easurement. The latter is believed to offer higher
accuracy of the resu lting design requ irements, as consum ers are asses sing a
product as a whole. The m ore the detail of design elem ents are identified the
higher the possibility to m atch the consum er’s em otional responses. This
research sug gests th at, to efficiently m atch consum er’s em otion and design
elements that influence the em otion, one should not control the num ber of
design elements.
The next procedure is the classificati on of design elem ents. The identified
design elem ents need to be analysed

to inves tigate all po ssible va lue that

could be assigned to the kind of product. The design elem

ents are the

common characteristic of all specim ens such as background colour, body
shape and text alignm ent. The valu e is the spe cific attr ibute to a par ticular
design element, such as red as a bac kground colour to specim en A, and blue
as a background colour to specim

en B. The process is crucial since the

findings will be the essence in the success of Requirement Analysis stage.
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Finally, based on a set of rules, valid specimen for Kansei Measurem ent can
be synthesized from all the initial specimens.
PII, on the contrary, is designed for app lication when a company or designer
plans to design a new concept of produc t based on their objectives. This is
applicable to the development of product that has yet existed in the market. In
this case, designers and experts have to determine product specification based
on their inspiration in relation to the target concept. For instance, to design an
‘elegant’ mobile phone, the process begins with synthesizing words related to
the concept of elegant w ithin the do main. Then, designers or experts have to
determine design elem ents that have

connection with ‘e legant’ feeling,

classify the design elements and build a number of prototyp es based on their
technical sp ecification. This proto type w ill then be used as specim en at the
following level of the model, to confirm their design with consumers.

2. L2 – ESTABLISHMENT OF KANSEI CHECKLIST
L2 describes the preparation and establ ishment of a checklist. The leve l is
divided into 3 steps, w hich are; i) Synthesizing Kansei Words (KW ), ii)
Selection of dom ain specific KW , and iii) Developm ent of checklis t. The
level synthesizes KW , from larger num ber of possible K W to focused K W
which highly related to the product dom ain. KW can be adjective or noun
such as ‘calm ’, ‘sophisticated’ and ‘nat ural’. These KW can be synthesized
from pertin ent lite ratures, techn ical m agazines, or even consulting experts.
Finally, utilizing the KW, L2 produces a

checklist in the f orm of Sem antic

Differential scale, as a measurement tool for Kansei Measurement in the next
level.

3. L3 – DETERMINATION OF CONCEPT AND DESIGN REQUIREMENT
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L3 describes determination of the con cept of Kansei and design requirem ent.
This leve l is divided in to 2 steps ; i) Kansei M easurement, ii) Requ irement
Analysis. In the firs t step Kansei M easurement is perform ed using expert or
ordinary consum ers as test subjects. Th e subjects are requ ired to rate their
impressions towards product specim en into the checklist. Results from the
evaluation will be analysed to inve stigate relations between subject’s Kansei
and design elem ents identified in L 1. The outcome can be used to determ ine
design requirement for the development of Kansei product.

4. L4 – PROTOTYPING / TESTING
L4 describes prototyping / testing. In this final level, the results from L3 will
be used as foundation to build prototype of Kansei product. The process will
involve the em ployment of the concep t of Kansei and design requirements
identified in L3. To develop a successf ul Kansei product, ex pert’s creativity
should be included in the design proce

ss. Testing m ust be perform ed to

validate the design requirements.

4.4

Phase II: Research Framework Development

The second phase is the Research Fram ework Development stage. Here, the research
incorporates the use of K.E. m

ethodology that builds up the foundation to the

research fram ework. The research has rev iewed previous lite ratures involving the
adoption of K.E. in the industry as well

as in the academ ia. In Chapter 3, the

definition o f Kansei, th e detail m ethodology, the usefulness, success stories and
possible implementation in Website UID are discussed.
Earlier in this chapter, this research

structured the K.E. m ethodology into Kansei

Design Model to streamline the method which was largely narrative. The core phases
involving the procedure of engineering emotion in the developed research framework
are derived based on this model. This section describes the framework.
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Phase III: Exploratory Study

4.5

The exploratory study involves all the essentia l stages in the adoption of K.E. in the
research. This phase is founded to the Kansei Design Model introduced by the
research earlier in this chapter. The e

xploratory study begins with preparation of

instruments, i.e. the specim en, evaluation subject and m easurement tool. Table 4.1
summarizes the instruments used in this phase.

Table 4.1: Exploratory Research Instrument.
Instrument

Quantity

Source

Specimen

35

Existing online clothing websites

Evaluation subject

120

Students from the researcher’s university

Measurement tool

40

Emotional keywords from literature

In conform ance to the rules sp ecified in K.E., developing the right instrum ents is
crucial to ensure the success of engineering emotion in website design. Failing which
will lead to an inva lid r esult. This s ection desc ribes the p rocess that in volve in th e
derivation of each instruments.

4.5.1

Preparation of Specimen

Specimen identification phase involves four stages. They are:
i.

Identification of Initial Specimens.

ii.

Investigation of Design Elements.

iii.

Classification of Design Elements.

iv.

Finalizing Valid Specimen.

This phase of study has enabled the research

to conclude all design elem ents in a

website that are transparent to the user’s eye. These elements work as a guide to th is
research to classify all design elem

ents and its valu es in each s pecimen. The
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elements are carefully inves tigated and analys ed to iden tify valid sp ecimen. These
elements will be used duri ng the investig ation of rela tions between e motion and
design element, towards the form ulation of design requirem ents for website that
embeds emotion.

4.5.1.1 Identification of Initial Specimen
Specimen in this r esearch ref ers to websites selected from ex isting online clothing
websites. O nline cloth ing is se lected as the focused domain due to its m

ounting

interest among clothing consumers (Johnson et al., 2003; Rodriguez, 2004; Sullivan,
2007; Sm ith, 2006), and the visual design of

online clothing is assum

ed to be

diversified. Previous literature have classified the context of web design into content,
layout, technology, delivery, and objectiv

e (G arrett, 2003; Powell, 2002; Veen,

2001). The design elements addressed in this research covers the context of content
and layout, which cover de

sign elem ents such as

product presentation style,

placement of buttons, tabs, images, and the visual design such as background, colour,
and typography.
The specimen identification process begins w ith selection of initial website from the
existing online cloth ing websites. 1 63 websites were selec ted as initia l specim en
based on their visible design

differences in both conten t and layout context, i.e.

colour, typo graphy, lay out and etc. Thes e websites where chosen acco rding to its
listing over the Apparel Search website

(http://www.apparelsearch.com). Appa rel

Search is the leading online clothing direct ory and the categoriza tion structure of the
kinds helped the research to select websites specimen within its scope.
In the process identifying initial specim en, a set of control condition was followed,
and the condition is shown in Table 4.2. The c ontrols were defined in order to ensure
consistency of the specim ens’ screenshot s an d reliab ility of the s election. The
complete listing of the selected initial website specimen can be found in Appendix 1.
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Table 4.2: Control Condition in Identification of Initial Specimen.
No.

Item

Condition

1. Website criterion

Visible differences in design

2. Focus context

Design content and layout

3. Screen resolution

1024 x 768 pixels

4. Access / download date 1 – 30 June 2006
5. Platform

Win32

6. Operating System

Windows XP

7. Colour quality

32 bit

8. Browser

Opera 9.00

9. Browser control

Encoding = Windows-1252
Default language = English, [en]
Default Text size = Medium
Colours = Windows 32 bit colour

10. Encoding

Windows-1252

11. Language

English

12. Default text size

Medium (3 pt)

All websites were investigated in ref erence to some criterions within the struc ture of
a website. The following subsections describe the criterions.

A. Basic Webpage Layout

The basic layout of a webpa

ge (w3schools.com ) referr ed to in the em

pirical

procedure is as shown in the follow ing Figure 4.3. Header refers to the head section
of a web page.
In the layou t, header section is lo cated at the top of the page, top m enu is the m enu
located right below th e head section. Left section is located at the left pane, where if
exist, left menu resides here. Right section ref ers to the r ight pane, where if exis t,
right menu resides here. Footer section is lo cated at the bottom of the page, where if
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exist, footer menu resides here. Main section refers to the main body of the webpage,
where the m ain content of the website re sides here. W ebpage refers to the pane
where all the above resides onto.

(Header)

(Top Menu)

(Left)

(Right
Menu)

(Main)

(Footer)

Figure 4.3: Basic Webpage Layout.

B. Generic Font Families

In exam ining font face, observation s were done base on ty pesets according to th e
generic font families, according to W orld Wide Web Consortium website (w3c.org)
and Code Style webs ite (codetsty le.org). They describ ed f ive typical f ont f amilies
used in website design, i.e. ‘serif’, ‘sans- serif’, ‘cursive’, ‘fantasy’ and ‘monospace’.
Table 4.3 p resents c lassification of f ont f amilies, desc ription of each f amilies and
their examples.
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Table 4.3: Font Family Reference.
Family

Description

Example

SERIF

Have finishing strokes and typically proportionatelyspaced. They often display a greater variation between
thick and thin strokes than fonts from the 'sans-serif'
generic font family.

SANS-SERIF

Stroke e ndings ar e pl ain, t ypically prop ortionately- Arial
spaced. They often have little variation between thick and Arial Black
thin strokes, compared to fonts from the 'serif' family.
Arial Narrow
Arial Unicode MS
Century Gothic

Book Antiqua
Bookman Old Style
Garamond
Georgia
Times New Roman

Lucida Sans Unicode
Tahoma
Trebuchet MS
Verdana
CURSIVE

Have ei ther joi ning st rokes o r o ther cu rsive Comic Sans MS
characteristics beyond thos e of italic typefaces . The Lucida
characters are partially or co mpletely connected, and the
Handwritting
result looks more like handwritten pen or brush writing.

FANTASY

Fonts are primarily d ecorative wh ile still co ntaining Haettenschweiler
representations of characters.
Impact

MONOSPACE All characte rs have the sa me fi xed wi dth. The e ffect i s Courier New
Lucida Console
similar to a manual typewriter.

C. Font Size

HTML font size as d

escribed in the Web Standards f rom World W ide W eb

Consortium (W 3C) (w3c.org) is used as re ference in determ ining font sizes on all
specimens. Table 4.4 illustrates the font sizes.
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Table 4.4: Font Size Reference.
Specimen

Size

Heading
Level

Class

text TEXT

1 (8 pt)

H6

Small

text TEXT

2 (10 pt)

H5

Small

text TEXT

3 (12 pt)

H4

Small

text TEXT

4 (14 pt)

H3

Medium

text TEXT

5 (18 pt)

H2

Medium

text TEXT

6 (24 pt)

H1

Medium

text
TEXT

7 (36 pt)

Large

D. Page Orientation

Page orientation in this research refers to types of frame set in a web page (w3c.org).
Frames are used to org anize content from top to bottom and left to right. Page
orientation referred to in this research can be seen in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Page Orientation Reference.
Page orientation
Banner and
Contents
(B_C)

Footnotes
(FN)

Header,
Footnotes and
Contents
(H_F_C)

Contents (C)

Horizontal
Split (HS)

Vertical Split
(VS)

Footer (F)

Nested
Hierarchy
(NH)

None

Header (H)

Top-down
Hierarchy
(TD-H)

E. Colour Basics

In examining colours on all specimens, a preliminary study was conducted to identify
colours that are used in all the initially

identified 163 websites. The colours were

then grouped into a colour palette, and the grouping is shown in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Colour Basics.
PINK
255,192,203
FFC0CB

WHITE
255,255,255
FFFFFF

RED
255,0,0
FF0000

GREEN
0,128,0
008000

YELLOW
255,255,0
FFFF00

HOTPINK
255,105,180
FF69B4

PEACHPUFF
255,239,213
FFDAB9

BLUE
0,0,255
0000FF

CHOCOLATE
210,105,30
D2691E

GOLD
255,215,0
FFD700

FUCHSIA
255,0,255
FF00FF

GRAY
128,128,128
808080

BLACK
0,0,0
000000

BROWN
165,42,42
A52A2A

ORANGE
255,165,0
FFA500

PURPLE
128,0,128
800080
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Described o n the firs t row of each palette is th e generic n ame of the colour. The
second row is the RGB value in 8 bit form at, and the third row is the hexadecim al
code in accordance to web colour basics specified by W3C (w3c.org).
The description of colours is selected

from we b colour nam es from Robin’s web

colour palette (Robins, 2006). From the sixt een colours, web designers have options
to m odify the value or hue and saturation

of the colour to create variations. For

example designers might want to use the colour blue and change it from light blue to
dark blue. It is also possible to modify the intensity which controls how bright or dull
a particular colour app ears. However, in this research, these two dim

ensions of

colours are regard ed as static. In th is research context, every co lour lighter than th e
specified colour in its dim ension was cons idered as light colour, and everything
darker than the specified colour in its dimension was considered dark colour.

4.5.1.2 Investigation of Design Elements
Each criterion over the basic webpage layout described in earlier sections were used
as basis during the em pirical investigation of all design elem ents com posed in the
build up of all the 163 specim

ens. The de sign elem ents were then analysed to

investigate all possible elements that are transparent to visitor’s eye. As a result from
the em pirical investigation, a total 77 desi

gn elem ents were identified. These 77

design elements are to be used as basis in

inv estigating v alues that a re assigned to

each design elements on every specimen.
Table 4.7 summarizes all the identified design elements, classified to each section, in
the 163 specimens that are transparent from the viewpoint of website visitors.
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Table 4.7: Design Elements in the Initial Specimens
Section

Design elements

Body

Background Colour, Background Style

Page

Shape, Menu Shape, Style, Orientation, Colour, Size, Border Existence

Header

Existence, Background Colour, Background Picture Existence, Font Size, Menu
Existence, Menu Link Style, Menu Background Colour, Menu Font Size, Menu Font
Family, Menu Font Style

Main

Background Colour, Background Picture Existence, Shape, Adv. Existence, Text
existence, Text Alignment, Font Colour, Font Size, Font Family, Font Style

Top Menu

Existence, Location, Link Style, Background Colour, Font Colour, Font Size, Font
Family, Font Style

Right
Menu

Existence, Style, Font Size

Left Menu

Existence, Link Style, Background Colour, Font Colour, Font Size, Font Family,
Font Style

Footer

Existence, Menu Existence, Menu Link Style, Menu Background Colour, Menu Font
Colour, Menu Font Size, Menu Font Family, Menu Font Style, Shape

Picture

Existence, Size, Dimension, Focus, Arrangement, Style, Image used?, No of People
in 1 Picture, Body Representation Type, Face Expression, Face Facing?, Empty
Space?, Other Images?, Product Display Style, Product Try On?, Product View Style

Others

Dominant Item, Artistic Menu used?, Discount Advertisement Existence, Logo
Existence, Logo Location

4.5.1.3 Classification of Design Elements
In the context of the basic layout o f specimen, each specimen m ay comprise all o r
part of the design elem ents within each s ection. The specim ens m ay also in clude
pictures or other elements such as artistic menu and logo.
Based on the identified design elements from the previou s p rocedure, th is res earch
investigated each value assigned to all the des ign elements over each sp ecimen. The
value is the characteristic that form the different appearance of website design. Table
4.8 shows example of design element and value that are being addressed.
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Table 4.8: Example of Design Elements and Values.
Design element

Value

Page Background

Blue

Colour
Left Menu Style

Button

Main Text Size

Medium

A sample of the result o f the class ification design elements and values th at make up
each of the initial 163 specim en can be f ound in Appendix 2. As a result from the
investigation, the research has identified a total of 77 design elements and 249 values
over all of the specim ens. This is a larg e amount of data, and could complicate the
next investigation process.
To simplify the organization of the huge am ount of data, the research organized all
the identified design e lements and values into s pecimen by design e lements matrix.
The research carefully investig ates each specimen to check the design elem ents and
values th at m ake up the appearan ce of each specim en. When a value of design
element matched the inv estigated specimen, the m atrix is checked. The process was
repeated until the investig ation of the design elem ents of all 163 specim ens was
completed. Although the construction of m atrix does not substa ntially reduce the
amount of work, which anyway impossible,

it offers easy m

anagement of the

knowledge by providing orderly data organiza tion. The matrix data also alleviates
the screening procedure, i nvolving 249 values in 163 speci mens, in order to identify
valid specimen. A sa mple of the matrix is shown in Table 4.9, and m ore samples of
result can be found in Appendix 3.
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Table 4.9: Sample of the Matrix of Specimen vs. Design Element.
Specimen
No.
1

Page Bg Colour

TopMenuLocation

FontSize

None Green Blue Grey Brown Mx Left Right Centre S

9

2

9
9
9

L

9

9

S

ML

9

9

3
4

M

PictureSize …

9
9

9
9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

…
163

To contribute an idea of

comm on practice in web de

sign, the d ata were then

statistically analysed acco rding to each central tendency. Elem ents are considered
dominant whenever it is higher than the

central tenden cy, in this case, the m ean.

Pareto Chart were plotted for each design elements of websites, and sample of Pareto
result can be found in Appendix 4. From the analysis, it can be observed that m ost
online clothing websites did not em ploy visual technologies extensively. The results
lead to the assumption that although employment of sophisticated visual technologies
can enormously enhance the context of visual appeal in web design, w hen it come to
user’s concern, performance of the webs ite m ay overrule (Patel, 2004; Rodriguez,
2004). This invokes the issue of balanc

ing factors of

website appeal and

performance.
The result have strengthen the research attempts, which targ et to offer website tha t
capture vis itors’ atten tion at first sight by offering em

otional engagem ent to the

website. As suggested in previous literature, consumers make decision based on their
feelings or emotion (Bhattarcherjee, 2001; Constantinides, 2004; Griffith, 2002, Ki m
et al., 2003; Li et al., 2001; Norm
Therefore, designing website that e

an, 2002; Russell 2003; Tractinsky 2004).
mbeds target em otion can be seen to offe

emotional engagement, and thus influence consumers’ decision.
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4.5.1.4 Finalizing Valid Specimen
Results f rom the m atrix of specim en and design elem ents need to be exam ined
according to a set of rule as describe

d in Figure 4.4, in confor

mance to K.E.

methodology. The rule m ust be carefully fo llowed so that the intended statistical
calculation can be done properly at later stage.

For each specimen, only one value of a design element is ticked

Only one specimen will be taken if exactly the same value of the same
design element is ticked for more than one website

Take two or more specimens where same value is ticked

Figure 4.4: Rules to Identify Valid Specimen.

Rule no.1

Rule no.2

Rule no.3
Figure 4.5: Rules in Screening Specimens.
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Figure 4.5 illustrates ho w the ru les are ex ecuted in s creening the v alid specim ens.
For exam ple, conform ing the first rule, for elem ent of ‘Page Bg Colour’ every
specimen must only have one value ch ecked. Secondly, specim en no. 4 and 163 are
having exactly the same result of design

element and value, so only one can be

included as valid specim en. Finally, two or more specim ens having sam e design
element’s value, e.g. specimen no 2 and 3 that have element of ‘Top Menu Location’
as ‘Centre’ in both specim en, must be incl uded. This simple set of rules enabled this
research to narrow down the num ber of specimen into smaller number, to be used as
valid specim ens in the Em otion Measurem ent procedure. Alt hough the rules are
simple, but the work of screening of 249 values over 163 specim ens was enormously
demanding. W ith careful treatm ent, 35 website specim ens were finally determ ined.
These specimens were then coded n umerically from one to thirty-five, and snapshot
of the specimens are shown in Table 4.10. Sam ples of better pictur e of specimens to
be used in the empirical studies can be found in Appendix 5.

Table 4.10: The 35 Valid Specimen.
ID Specimen
1

ID
8

Specimen

ID
15

Specimen

2

9

16

23

30

3

10

17

24

31

4

11

18

25

32

5

12

19

26

33

6

13

20

27

34

7

14

21

28

35
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4.5.2

Recruitment of Evaluation Subject

Evaluation subjects for the em pirical study were employed with equal distribution of
fifteen male and fem ale participants of thirty people in four groups. A total of 120
undergraduate students from the Faculty of:
•

Information Technology and Quantitative Science Faculty (IT)

•

Architecture, Building, Planning and Survey Faculty (AD)

•

Business and Management Faculty (BM)

•

Engineering Faculty(ER)

from the researchers ’ univers ity were recruited for the Em

otion Measurem ent

procedure. All of them are in th eir 20s, e xperienced Internet users and f amiliar with
online shopping. The suitability of the em ployment of young students as subjects in
this research is supported by the literature in Information System studies that suggest
students and youngsters as representing the majority of e-Commerce consumers (Liu
et al., 2005; Lu & Lin, 2002; Shang et al., 2005 as in Saarenpää & Tiainen (2005)).
Therefore, they are the best dem ographic group to be studied on. On the other hand,
the population of subjects in this research is decided based on the suggested num ber
in K.E. m ethodology. Although the population of test subjects varies f rom minimal
number such as five to over a thousand in different K.E. im plementation depending
on objectives and m easurement tools used, the suggested num ber for this kind of
consumer research is around 30 ~ 50 subjects (Nagamachi, 2003). In this research, in
the effort to explore differences of

the structure of emotion by educational

background, and to ensure relia bility of the results, a to tal of 120 students from four
different academic backgrounds were em ployed. Additionally, to inculcate sense of
balance in the resu lting structure by gender population, equal distribution of subject
number, fifteen females and fifteen males, is employed in each group.
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4.5.3

The Measurement Tool

A checklist is developed to be used as em

otion m easurement tool. The checklist

comprises of emotional keywords that are identified according to the ste ps described
in the following sub-sections. The em otional keywords are used as the m easure of
strength of the emotional responses the subjects feel when looking at the website.

4.5.3.1 Synthesize Emotional Keywords
Initially, a set of e

motional keyw ords we re identif ied in ref erence to pertinen t

literature in K.E. and language experts.

The words were then cross-checked with

dictionaries for synonyms and antonyms. Subsequently, the words were validated by
four English Language experts, w hich fi nally concluded a total of 757 em

otional

keywords that can be used in the measurement of emotion.

4.5.3.2 Selection of Domain Specific Emotional Keywords
Although it is tem pting to study correlations of all set of 757 words, and investigate
the full range of dom ain specific keywords in web design, the amount of work
involved will be huge and expensive, and is beyond the scope of t

his research.

Therefore the research scoped down the sele ction of words based on its frequency of
appearance in web design guidebooks, webs

ites, research pape rs and journals.

Additionally, general words were also added according to it s relevance in describing
website. F rom the se lection proc ess, th is re search have sele cted a tota l of 4 0
emotional keywords to be used in the experimental procedure.
Table 4.11 lists the full set

of emotional keywords em ployed in this research in

alphabetical order.
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Table 4.11: The Emotional Keywords.
No.

Keyword

No.

Keyword

1

Adorable

21

Interesting

2

Appealing

22

Light

3

Beautiful

23

Lively

4

Boring

24

Lovely

5

Calm

25

Luxury

6

Charming

26

Masculine

7

Chic

27

Mystic

8

Childish

28

Natural

9

Classic

29

Neat

10

Comfortable

30

Old-fashioned

11

Cool

31

Plain

12

Creative

32

Pretty

13

Crowded

33

Professional

14

Cute

34

Refreshing

15

Elegant

35

Relaxing

16

Feminine

36

Sexy

17

Fun

37

Simple

18

Futuristic

38

Sophisticated

19

Gorgeous

39

Stylish

20

Impressive

40

Surreal

4.5.3.3 Development of Checklist
The 40 set of e

motional keywords selected from the earlier s ection were then

organized into 5-point Se mantic Differentia l (SD) scale to for m a checklist. Th is
checklist will be used as a m

easurement tool in inv estigating u ser’s em otional

responses in W ebsite UID. A sam ple of the developed checklist can be found in
Figure 4.6. The order of the keywords in the checklist is changed 5 times to eliminate
bias in the Emotion Measurement procedures.
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Subject ID: ______
Adorable

5

Specimen ID: ______
4

3

2

1

Not Adorable

Interesting

5

4

3

2

1

Not Interesting

Appealing

Not Appealing

Light

Not Light

Beautiful

Not Beautiful

Lively

Not Lively

Not Boring

Lovely

Not Lovely

Luxury

Not Luxury

Boring
Calm

Not Calm

Charming

Not Charming

Chic

Masculine

Not Masculine

Not Chic

Mystic

Not Mystic

Childish

Not Childish

Natural

Not Natural

Classic

Not Classic

Comfortable

Neat

Not Comfortable

Cool

Plain

Not Cool

Old-fashioned

Not Neat
Not Plain
Not Old-fashioned

Creative

Not Creative

Pretty

Crowded

Not Crowded

Professional

Not Professional

Refreshing

Not Refreshing

Cute

Not Cute

Elegant

Not Elegant

Feminine

Relaxing

Not Feminine

Fun

Sexy

Not Fun

Simple

Not Pretty

Not Relaxing
Not Sexy
Not Simple

Futuristic

Not Futuristic

Sophisticated

Gorgeous

Not Gorgeous

Stylish

Not Sophisticated
Not Stylish

Impressive

Not Impressive

Surreal

Not Surreal

Figure 4.6: Sample of Checklist for the Exploratory Study.

A pilot s tudy will be perf ormed to verif y reliability of the rese arch instrum ents,
determine validity of research framework and test the subject recruitment strategy.
After they are confirmed by the pilot st

udy, the intended full-scale controlled

experiment will be perform ed to explore user’s em otional responses that form ed
when visiting a webs ite. Description on th e results obtained in Ph ase III is provided
in Chapter 5. The con cept of W ebsite Emotion and design requirements for the
development of website that em beds target em otion are to be de termined in th is
phase. This phase is targeted to conclude with the proposal of guideline to the design
of Kansei Website.

4.6

Phase IV: Confirmatory Study

In order to validate the proposed guidelines from Phase III, a confirmatory study will
be performed. It involves the development of several prot otypes in reference to the
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proposed guideline based on five select

ed concept of

Website Em otion. The

instruments to be used in this phase are summarized in table 4.12. Description on the
results obtained in this phase is provided in Chapter 6.

Table 4.12: Confirmatory Research Instruments.
Dataset
Exploratory

Instrument
Specimen

Quantity
5

Source
5 s pecimen fr om Expl oratory St udy
selected by random generator

Evaluation subject

15

Identified goo d su bjects from th e
exploratory study

Measurement tool

5 selected el ement of em otion f rom

5

the proposed guideline
Confirmatory

Specimen

5

New prototype developed according to
the design guideline

Evaluation subject

15

Identified goo d su bjects from th e
exploratory study

Measurement tool

5 selected el ement of em otion f rom

5

the proposed guideline

4.6.1

Preparation of Research Instrument

This phase of the research requires preparation of research instruments that includes
the development of prototypes to be used as specimen, the selection of evaluation
subject and development of emotion measurement tool. The following sub-section
describes the instrument preparations.

4.6.1.1 The Prototype (Specimen)
The purpose of this study is to validate th e proposed guideline, and thus specim en in
this phase will be prepared according to the guideline. Five elements of emotion will
be selected, and f ive prototyp es will

be de veloped ac cording to the d esign

requirements specified in the guideline for the selected element of emotion.
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4.6.1.2 The Evaluation Subject (Good Subject)
The evaluation subject for the Confirm

atory Study will be

selected among good

subject from the Exploratory Study. Good subject refers to subject who is capable to
perform consistent em otion m easurement, and provide good structure of e

motion

ratings. This proves th at they are sen sitive to emotion and responsive to the stim uli.
Employment of good subject is important in order to ensure consistency of data in
both exploratory and confirmatory datasets.
The res earch will select fifteen goo d subjec ts f rom particip ants of the Explorato ry
Study to be employed in the Emotion Measurement procedure in Confirmatory Study
phase. The num ber of subject is sufficient

in r elevance to user testing stud ies

(Faulkner, 2 005; Gilbert; Landesm an & Perfetti, 2001; Nielsen, 2000; W illiams &
Seals, 2007) and confirmatory purposes. Additionally, although it does not affect the
resulted structure of emotion, the research will attempt to get well distributed number
of subjects from all backgrounds, in order to reduce biasness that may shape.

4.6.1.3 The Measurement Tool
The five selected elements of emotion will be used in the emotion measurement tool.
The emotional keywords will be or ganized in 5 -point SD s cale to asse ss emotional
responses to the five developed prototypes, and produce a confirm atory dataset. The
checklist to be used in the assessment is as shown in Figure 4.7.
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SubjectID: ______
SAMPLE 1
5

4

3

2

1

Cute

Not Cute

Feminine

Not Feminine

Simple

Not Simple

Masculine

Not Masculine

Luxury

Not Luxury

SAMPLE 2
5

4

3

2

Cute

1
Not Cute

Feminine

Not Feminine

Simple

Not Simple

Masculine

Not Masculine

Luxury

Not Luxury

Figure 4.7: Sample of Checklist for the Confirmatory Study.

Another dataset, the explorat ory d ataset, is to be f iltered from Exploratory S tudy
based on the fifteen good subj ects and the ir e motional m easurement towards f ive
specimens that will be selected by random ge nerator. This phase of the research is
performed to conf irm the valid ity of the proposed guideline. A com parison of the
structure of emotion that results from both confirmatory and exploratory dataset will
be analysed to enab le the research to conc lude the validity of the guideline and thus
justify the s uccess of the res earch in en gineering em otion in W ebsite UID. The
validation and justification will enable the research to finalize guideline to the design
of website that embeds emotion, establish taxonomy to the design of Kansei W ebsite
and generate method to engineer emotion in website design.
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4.7

Summary

The chapter has describ ed the framework c onstructed to en able the engineering of
emotion in Website UID. It highlighted the four phases of the research m ethodology,
positioning the im plementation of K.E.

in the study.

The co re activities in

engineering e motion in W ebsite UID are in corporated within the exploratory and
confirmatory study phases. Exploratory study is performed to investigate em otional
responses to Website UID, and its associa tion to website design elem ents. The result
of exploratory study will

be provided in

Chapter 5.

The success of the

implementation of K.E. in W ebsite UID is to be justified by a confirm atory study,
which its results will be presented in Chapter 6.
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